Homework Grid

Year Group 4
Half term: Spring 2

This is our new homework grid, which is for this half term. You can complete any of the activities on the grid and then bring it into school to show us and tick it off the list in your
classroom. If you are not sure, find an activity difficult or want to tell us anything, see your teacher so that we can help.

Key Skills

MATHS
Learn times and division facts off
by heart. Practise these skills on
MY MATHS. Try Times it Out and

Cube Pairs on My Maths as a
challenge!

Topic

THINKING SKILLS
A challenge to learn the 17 x
table by heart.
Ask me if you need help.

SPELLINGS

Reading

Take home words to

Discover books based on an imaginary

practise that you have
misspelt in class.

world and write a review to share
with the class.

Geography
Make a PowerPoint on rivers.
Are there rivers underground?
What is the strangest colour
river? Are there rivers in

Rivers around the world
Find out some interesting facts
about rivers around the world.

Maths
Regular homework will be set on
My Maths.

RESEARCH
How do different countries celebrate
Easter? Find similarities and
differences

space?

Topic

LIBRARY VISIT
SCIENCE
Find different ways to make
muddy water clean.

ART
Research information on the artist
Claude Monet. Develop a palate of
greens and reds.

GET ACTIVE
Aim to compete in a cross country, football or
netball competition at least once this half-term.
Tell me if you have competed more than four
times for Porter Croft.
Complete a scavenger hunt. Ask Mrs.
Ashmore for details.

ART
Draw the front cover of a favourite book
and present to the class, giving reasons
for your choice.

MUSIC
Listen to some classical music with
violins. Note down the title, the
composer and review the music.

FRENCH
Google BBC on-line primary French
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryfrench/games_all.shtml
Have some fun practising some of the French we have been
learning in school.
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POETRY
Learn a poem off by heart to present to the
class.
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